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Abstract: This paper focus on computing shortest path as finding the distance between two vertices in graph or tree.
Graph data can use in many domains like a social network and in knowledge graph. This graph search includes subgraph. The problem of finding the shortest path between two nodes can be solved using the salesman traveling path,
minimal spanning tree, and the likewise. The problem occurred with the graph based searching when a graph is too big
to fit in memory and for that, it uses the external memory. The disk-based method has some limitations when graph
exceeds its size. In this paper, we are analyzing the shortest path for efficient relational approaches to graph search
queries. For this, we use three relational operator based-on which we introduce the framework for bridge the gap
between graph operation and relational operator. We show the new feature of SQL such as merge statement and
windows function to improve the performance of FEM framework. To avoid extra indexing overhead and improve
scalability and performance, we propose an edge weight aware graph partitioned schema and design bi-directional
restrictive BFS (breadth-first-search). The final experimental results illustrate our relational approach with optimization
strategies can achieve high performance and scalability.
Keyword: graph, shortest path, Relational database, graph search queries, graph indexing.
I.

INTRODUCTION

Today’s world growth of graph increases rapidly, graph
search faces more challenges. Graph search is more
common in graph applications. Graph search purse for a
specific purpose such as shortest path between two nodes,
minimum spanning tree etc. As a size of graph increases, it
does not fit into main memory so existing approaches to
graph search must be reexamined. On external disk
memory, I/O is the key factor for graph operations. As
graph size increases, existing disk-based methods provide
limited support for graph based quires. Neo4J is one who
can a store large graph in a database and provide operation
such as shortest path discover to end users and graph
traversal. The performance of graph based systems should
be continuously improved, as graph database systems have
to implements complex component including query
evaluation, query optimization, storage etc. MapReduce
framework and its open source implementation Hadoop
can process large graph stored on distributed file system.
Relation database (RDB) provides support for graph
search. RDB plays a key role in information systems. RDB
and graph database management have many same
functionalities such as storage, optimization etc. RDB also
managing a complex database like XML data. RDB can
support graph queries such as BFS and reachability query
.The extension of RDB to graph search queries is useful
when both graph and relational operation are needed. It
requires a substantial effort to support graph search query
in RDB context. First, queries of graph search are various
forms. It is not possible to implement each query. We need
to find a mechanism for evaluation of graph search in
relational context. Second, there is a symbolic mismatch
between relational operations and graph
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operation which effects on graph search. Graph operation
follows node-at-time fashion whereas relational operations
follow set-at-time fashion. This paper focuses on shortest
path discovery for two reasons. First, search the shortest
path that provides a key role in many applications like
reveal relationship between two individual in a social
network. Second it represents query which has similar
evaluation pattern like other search queries.
II.

PROPOSED SYSTEM

In a graph, various types of algorithm are present for the
finding the shortest path such as best first search, breadth
first search, Dijkstra’s algorithm. Dijkstra’s algorithm and
bidirectional restrictive BFS algorithm is used to find the
shortest path with the help of FEM framework using a
relational database.

Fig -1: System Architecture
The system mainly divided into following parts
Query processing
We use two SQL feature window function and merge
statement which is supported by many database systems
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like oracle, SQL server. Window function returns an 9) I
i+1Else
aggregate of each tuple in a set. The merge statement adds 10) Similar action from line 7 to 10 for backward
new tuples and update existing one in a table from a
expansion
source table.
11) Locate minimum distance
12) Make verification of minimum distance
13) Compute minimum distance.
FEM Framework
To find the shortest path between a source node and 14) Locate node in shortest path nid
targeted node, we use Dijkstra’s algorithm. There are 15) Find sub-path sp0 from s to nid
three basic operations in graph search select, expand and 16) Find sub-path sp1 from nid to t
merge respectively. In this, we first initialize a table with 17) Return sp0+sp1;
source node then start iteration to find the shortest path
between a source node and targeted node. We locate MATHEMATICAL MODEL
frontier node and perform expansion and merge newly The complete system S can be represented in terms of
expanded node into visited nodes.
input, output and functions.
S = {I, O, F}
I = Set of inputs
Bidirectional Restrictive BFS
Bidirectional allows forward expansion and backward O = Set of output
expansion. In bidirectional restrictive BFS, we allow F = Set of functions
multiple a node be frontier node and search from this I= {I1, I2}
frontier node along their partial incident edge first. The I1 = Graph
expansion can be done in set-at-a-time fashion and visited I2 = User Query
node to be re-expanded as compared to BFS. We also use O = {O1, O2, O3}
partitioning table strategy to handle large graphs.
O1 = Shortest path between two node
O2 = Average time cost
ALGORITHMS
F = {F1, F2, F3, F4, F5, F6, F7, F8, F9 }
For finding the shortest path, we used two algorithms.
F1 = Graph generation
F2 = Query Analysis
1) Dijkstra’s algorithm for shortest path discovery
2) Bi-Directional Restrictive BFS on Partitioned Tables F3 = Type Identification
F4 = Query preparation
The Dijkstra’s algorithm for shortest path discovery as F5 = SQL in Path Finding
F6 = Query Expansion
follow
F7 = Distance Calculation
Input: Source node s, target node t, Graph G= (V, E)
F8 = Dijkstra’s algorithm
F9 = Bi-directional Restrictive BFS
Output: Shortest path between s and t.
1) Initiaze all visited node
2) While true do
3) Locate mid value , ID for next frontier node using
SQL
4) Expand path using query operator in SQL with mid
value
5) When tuples is Zero then break
6) Finalize frontier node where identifier= mid value
7) If result exists then break
8) Find edges in shortest path along with preprocessor
source node
9) Return the shortest path
The Bi-Directional Restrictive BFS on Partitioned Tables
as follow
Input: source node s, target node t .partitioned tables
Output: shortest path between s and t
III.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULT
1) Initialize TAf with node s and TAb with node t
2) minCost assume infinity
Dijkstra's Algorithm start at source node S, span all node
reachable from S, then next closest node and so on. When
3)
FEM framework is used along with it, one node will be
4) While lif +ljb<= minCost do
selected as a frontier node and search in one direction. In
5) ifnf<= nb then
restrictive BFS, we allow multiple nodes be frontier node
6) Expand the path
and search from this frontier node. WE find a path using a
7) nf = no. of affected tuples
8) Compute lif using minimum distance in forward window function and merge statement and traditional
function such as aggregate and insert/update. The result
searching
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shows that the system performance increases with a requires less execution time and gives a better result than
window function and merge statement. When we using bidirectional search.
FEM framework, time requires for finding shortest path is
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decreased.

Chart 1: Time Cost analysis for with and without FEM
Framework

Chart 2: Time vs SQL Query
We can also see our bi-directional restrictive BFS on
weight aware partition edge table consume more time than
Dijkstra’s algorithm.
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Chart 3:Time comparison between Dijkstra’s and Bidirectional Restrictive BFS
IV.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper proposes FEM framework to find a short path
between a source node and targeted node. It also
introduces new SQL feature such as merge statement and
windows function to improve the performance of FEM
framework. The bidirectional restrictive search and graph
table is partitioned improves the scalability and
performance of FEM Framework. The proposed system
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